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H. E. Bates, War Writer
Victoria Wicks
My grandfather, Herbert Ernest Bates,
who was always known simply as H.E.,
was 34 years old when war was declared in September 1939. He was married with four young children and was
granted a temporary exemption from
signing up. He joined the local Home
Guard in the village of Little Chart in
Kent, where he lived, but wrote later
that he might have been better employed making marmalade: “I was issued with a rifle. I was terrified of
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keeping the rifle in the house because of
the children and equally terrified of
taking it on Sunday morning parades in
case I had accidentally left a bullet in it
and it would go off and shoot somebody, probably the Major.”
Bates’s first novel was published in
1926 and was soon followed by several
more novels, collections of short stories
and two highly regarded books on the
English countryside as well as plays,
poems and book reviews. At the start
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of the war he was writing a weekly column for The Spectator magazine under
the title “Country Life” and was a regular contributor to several other magazines and periodicals. In 1940 he had
just been commissioned to write a children’s book on gardening. His prodigious output had led to much critical
acclaim but not to any significant financial reward and as wartime limits on
paper supplies began to affect the publishing industry his concern grew as to
how he could sustain an income from
writing whilst making a meaningful
contribution to the war effort.
Robertson Scott of The Countryman
magazine put in a word for him at the
Ministry of Agriculture and as he
waited for a reply Bates occupied himself by researching agriculture and food
production, which resulted in an article
for Housewife magazine called “Tulips
or Turnips?” in which he challenged
the need for the country to dig up all its
flower beds in favour of growing vegetables. “At times of national strain,” he
wrote, “it is the spirit just as much as
the stomach that needs refreshment,
and flowers supply that refreshment in
a form that nothing else can replace.”
Graham Greene had been at The
Spectator with Bates and had been given
a position at the Ministry of Information. In early 1941 he recommended
Bates to Cecil Day-Lewis, who was also
at the ministry. Day-Lewis asked Bates
to add a few words to each of the portraits in War Pictures by British Artists:
RAF, a booklet containing drawings of
pilots by Eric Kennington, Paul Nash,
Graham Sutherland and others. Bates
enjoyed the work, but no permanent
position was forthcoming and the booklet was not published for another two
years.
Around the same time his American
publisher, Bobbs-Merrill, asked him to
write a book about the American Eagle
squadrons, but as Bates was not officially part of the RAF he had difficulty

obtaining the necessary facts and figures. He wrote to his old friend David
Garnett, now at the Ministry of Information, to ask for his help but in his
letter Bates admits that what he’s really
looking for is a permanent position.
Unknown to him the timing of the letter
could hardly have been more perfect.
When the Air Ministry public relations directorate was being built up
early in the war it was realised that
there was a demand for a type of writing that was not essentially news, i.e.
feature articles that were literary as well
as informative in character which
would merit prominent display in
newspaper and magazines throughout
the world. The ministry also needed
official pamphlets describing phases of
the air war, and pamphlets with other
historical significance. In September
1941 a conference was held at which
approval was given for the formation of
a new branch to be known as PR2,
which would be responsible for the
preparation of such pamphlets and articles.
Hilary St George Saunders, an author who had been awarded the Military Cross in WW1, was attached to the
ministry by special appointment, and at
the time of the conference was preparing the booklet, Coastal Command.
Saunders would later go on to write
many of the Air Ministry’s most successful and widely read books and
pamphlets such as The Battle of Britain,
Bomber Command and By Air to Battle.
The conference approved the appointment of a secretary for Saunders and
three flight lieutenants to work with
him. Various well-known writers were
suggested and there was a good deal of
discussion on establishments, special
appointments and rates of pay, etc. But
a month later no progress had been
made and an internal memo conveyed
the impatience at the delay within the
department: “If we are to have the silk
we must have the worms.”
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David Garnett knew Bates well. His
father, Edward, had been Bates’s literary mentor and editor. In September
1941 Garnett was working at the newly
established Political Warfare Executive.
He had only recently written pamphlets
for both the Air Ministry and the Ministry of Information and was well placed
to advise the directorate to consider
Bates for one of their new posts. The
Air Ministry librarian, John Nerney,
met Bates and advised him to apply for
a commission in the RAF Volunteer
Reserve, asking him to return for another meeting about a month later. It
was this second meeting that was to
alter the course of Bates’s life forever.
The meeting was chaired by the Director of Public Relations at the Air
Ministry, Harald Peake, with both
Nerney and Saunders in attendance.
Apart from the need for pamphlets and
training booklets the RAF was in need
of some good publicity. The Battle of
Britain had been fought and won, heroes had been made and eulogies written, but the war itself had not been won
and the ministry needed to find a way
of communicating with an increasingly
sceptical public.
What they were about to suggest
was an entirely new idea in RAF public
relations, unknown in any of the armed
services at the time. Peake’s proposal
was to commission Bates into the RAF
not to write pamphlets, but stories.
Bates’s delight was immediately mixed
with anxiety. As he pointed out, he
knew nothing of flying or airmen, of
bombers or fighters. Many pilots were
returning home to turn their hand to
storytelling, but it was not a re-telling
of daring escapades that the ministry
was looking for; they had an idea that
Bates would write from a different perspective. In his autobiography Bates
recalled his response to their proposal:
If I were to accept their proposal I
should have to insist on utter freedom
in time and movement; in other
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words I must be allowed to write
when and where and how I liked, to
go where and when and how I liked;
to disregard authority when it threatened to interfere, to make my own
rules (always within King’s Regulations) and to be bound by no other
commitment than to do what I was to
be commissioned to do: namely to
write short stories and nothing but
short stories. To my infinite honour,
astonishment and satisfaction, they
agreed.

He was, they told him, to be treated as
an artist, to be free as a bird. In his
autobiography he recalled the extraordinary turnaround in his life: “I left Air
Ministry that September afternoon feeling rather as if I had been awarded a
literary Victoria Cross.” With typical
modesty, David Garnett’s view of the
meeting was that “getting Bates that job
was the most valuable service I did
while I was at the Air Ministry.”
He was sent first to Uxbridge for a
three-week officer training course before returning to the newly formed Department of Public Relations (PR2)
where he was given the posting of
Flight Lieutenant to Public Relations,
Air Ministry. Group Captain Leonard
Dodds was head of the department and
was to become a great champion and
friend to Bates. His first posting was to
RAF Oakington, five miles outside
Cambridge, where No. 7 Squadron,
Bomber Command, was based. Here he
saw the giant Stirling bombers for the
first time and recalled feeling grateful
that the Air Ministry had expressly forbidden him to take part in any sort of
flying operations. At 36 years old he
was one of only a few officers on the
base who were over the age of 25 and to
some he was as old as their fathers; the
vocabulary and territory of their world
was utterly foreign to him. He wrote to
the ministry to ask for a beer allowance
in order to keep up with the young flyers who he found were more willing to
open up when they were off the base, in
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the Arts Theatre restaurant in Cambridge for instance.
Back at PR2 his stories were met
with approval by Sir Archibald Sinclair,
Secretary of State for Air. Hilary Saunders invented a pseudonym for Bates
and between 2nd February and 3rd
June 1942 ten stories were published in
the News Chronicle under the nom de
plume Flying Officer X. Nine of the
stories were published later in the collection The Greatest People in the World
and Other Stories, and six more in How
Sleep the Brave and Other Stories.
The stories varied in perspective and
not all were written from the viewpoint
of the airmen. The first one came from
the unsuspecting wing commander
who “let fall a remark that the worst of
his problems was that of writing to relatives of men killed — or having them
turn up in his office — pitifully hoping
that some sort of miracle would conjure
their beloved ones back from the dead.
‘It’s hell’, he said, ‘but then that’s just
the way it is.’” Bates’s story “It’s Just
the Way it Is” conveys the pain of both
the grieving parents who, after meeting
the wing commander, leave with their
heads held a little higher, and the wing
commander, who stands with his face
in his hands as he watches them walk
away. The story was made into a film
in 1943. His short story “There’s No
Future in It”, also made into a film, conveys the strain on the girlfriend of a
young pilot. In contrast to the girl’s
compassion for the young man’s fears
her parents selfishly and bitterly resent
the time she spends with him. “The
Young Man from Kalgoorlie” is the
story of Geoff Heard, a young Australian on the base, whose parents hid the
news of the outbreak of war in order to
try to prevent him from joining up and
leaving the family’s remote farm.
Many of Bates’s essays and articles
were aimed at the families of Allied
servicemen and women, particularly
those from North America. In the essay

“The Man from Moose Jaw” Bates describes his friendship with a young Canadian flyer he met at Oakington, to
whom he refers only as “E”. They exchange views on books, films, philosophy and social and political reform.
“E” did not have any front-page adventures: he was quiet, self-effacing and
non-belligerent, he was 6,000 miles
from home and he was thoughtful.
Much of the success of Bates’s work
rests on his understanding that it was
men like “E” whose stories needed to
be told, just as much as those of the heroes of newspaper headlines.
It had been expected that he would
stay at Oakington for only a few days,
but by late February he had been at the
station for three months. By then his
cover had been blown, many of the men
he had known had been killed, and in
late February he asked to be transferred. Before he left Oakington the
station commander invited him to hear
the story of the captain of a Wellington
bomber who had been shot down over
France and had escaped by devious
routes and was now back with his
squadron: “in those comparatively
early days any mention in public of pilots escaping after being shot down
over the Continent was strictly taboo.
But, the intelligence officer informed
me, I could if I wished talk to a pilot,
though only on the absolute condition
that I neither breathed nor wrote a
word of what he had to tell. Next day I
met and talked with the pilot and the
seed of Fair Stood the Wind for France
was sown.” Bates returned home to
write half the novel in his two-week
leave, although owing to the sensitive
nature of the story it would be more
that two years before he was given
permission to publish it.
His next posting was with No. 1
Squadron Fighter Command at RAF
Tangmere, just outside Chichester. He
arrived in late February and was billeted at Shopwyke House. At first Bates
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found Tangmere hard going, feeling the
same initial hostility from the station
commander as he had done at Oakington. He had also become used to the
bomber boys, writing to his old schoolmaster that the bomber boys had “a
strong propensity to get drunk every
night . . . and I can’t get used to excessive sobriety.”
The three months of April, May and
June 1942 was a particularly glorious
period of Tangmere’s history and before long Bates’s presence was accepted
and his admiration and loyalty to
fighter boys soon intensified. This is an
extract from the story “There’s Something in the Air”:
It was one of those periods in a
station when the unity and life of a
good squadron becomes too strong to
remain a local thing. It was one of
those periods when everything was
good. The weather was good and
calm and sunny, the nights were good
and starry, the squadron was good
and proud and knew itself. The
things it did were good and the news
of its doings was in the papers.
Whenever you came into the Mess or
the billiard-room or the dining-room
and heard laughter boiling over too
richly you knew it was that squadron
laughing. You knew by their laughter
that they wanted nothing else than to
be kept as they were, flying by night
together, shooting up trains on the
flat lands of northern France, shooting down careless Dorniers over their
own aerodrome. They had found
each other. The positive and exuberant feeling of their discovery spread
over the Station, from Erks to WAAFs
and from WAAFs to officers, until all
of us felt it there.

Between April and July 1942, while at
Tangmere, No. 1 Squadron was carrying out highly dangerous night intruder
operations. These missions were exceptionally demanding, requiring the Hurricane pilots to make night-time raids
into France and the Low Countries to
attack Luftwaffe bombers on their air-
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fields. Among the men who flew intruder missions were the charismatic
squadron commander, Squadron Leader James MacLachlan DFC and Bar,
known as “Mac”, and the flying ace
Karel Kuttelwascher DFC and Bar,
known as “Kut”. “Kuttelwascher and
MacLachlan brought night intruding
and night fighting to a fine art,” Bates
wrote. The friendly rivalry between the
two men exemplified international cooperation in the squadron and in the
RAF itself. Mac had lost his left arm in
an encounter with an Me109 over Malta
but, with the aid of an artificial limb,
was soon back flying Hurricanes.
Bates told Mac’s story in “The Beginning of Things”, and both Kut and
Mac appear in the story “There’s Something in the Air”. Two older Czech pilots, Sgt Vlastimil Macháček and F/Sgt
Zdenĕk Bachurek, appear as “Machakek” and “Capek” in the short story
“The Disinherited”. The only Lithuanian in the RAF, Romualdas Marcinkus,
appears in the story “Free Choice, Free
World” as “Mr Markus”. Marcinkus
was shot down attacking the destroyers
protecting Scharnhorst and Gneisenau as
they made their dash up the English
Channel. Marcinkus was picked up
and detained in Stalag Luft III and was
among the first ten men to make it out
of the camp during the “Great Escape”.
Although he and his group managed to
travel further than most, they were recaptured a day later and shot by the
Gestapo. His ashes were reinterred at
Poznań, along with 48 of the 50 other
murdered officers. Another story, of a
Polish pilot who escaped a firing squad
and made his way to England, was told
by Bates in the ministry booklet, There’s
Freedom in the Air: The Official Story of
the Allied Air Forces from the Occupied
Countries. Later he developed the story
into the tale “The Three Thousand and
One Hours of Sergeant Kostek”.
In July 1942 the famous No. 1 squadron left Tangmere. Bates wrote to his
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wife, “Everybody is very sad that the
boys are going. Mac is furious. The
ground crew were practically in tears.”
He returned to King Charles Street,
London, to find that PR2 had become
PR3, that Group Captain Leonard
Dodds had been posted to India and
that Dudley Barker had become his new
chief. Once again he was lucky: Barker
was as consistent in his support as
Dodds had been. Although for a while
Bates missed the opportunity to write
stories he did his best with what he
termed “bread-and-butter jobs”, writing articles and essays for the Royal Air
Force Journal and even a parliamentary
speech for Sir Archibald Sinclair, the
Secretary of State for Air, which Sinclair
delivered in the Commons.
The atmosphere at PR3, or “Writer
Command”, full of writers, artists and
photographers, with its camaraderie
and shared intellect, was convivial and
stimulating. The RAF, the youngest of
the forces, had a reputation for creating
its own rules, being indifferent to rank
and playing loose with the regulations.
For the most part unfettered by the
snobbery of status and background, it
was a perfect alternative to the university life Bates had not had.
By 1943 he had been promoted to
squadron leader, his work was well
received and he flourished as his confidence grew. Another writer at PR3,
Frederick Alderson, remembers that
around this time Bates’s desk was not
often occupied, but that when he did
put in an appearance he brought with
him a welcome breath of country air, a
basket of peaches perhaps: “He’d walk
in all tanned and looking healthy from
a summer spent playing cricket as often
as he could — he’d tease the girls about
the colour of their white legs . . . and the
joshing would go on — until with a
wink to his faithful Wingco he’d catch
the 3.30 train back to Little Chart saying
he had a twitch in his leg and he had a
story coming on.”

In his autobiography Bates tells the
story of leaving the ministry one morning at 11 am and being asked where he
was going. He told them he was going
home to write — writing at home being
part of the original agreement with
Hilary. The argument was won when
he returned with his longest short story
to date: “How Sleep the Brave” concerning the survival of the crew of a
Stirling, who, returning from a bombing raid, are forced to bail out before
being picked up by air-sea rescue (ASR)
after sixty hours in a dinghy.
The first draft of Bates’s story was
closer to the true story of the stricken
crew of a Wellington, one among more
than a hundred planes which took off
from RAF Stradishall in November 1941
to make a raid on Berlin. The aircraft
were hampered by strong winds, cloud
cover and severe icing, and the mission
was a disaster. The pilot of one Wellington was 24-year-old Lucian Ercolini
who had been born in High Wycombe
to Italian parents. Ercolini had dropped
his high explosives, but was attacked
before releasing the incendiaries. With
the bomber ablaze along the length of
the bomb racks he managed to fly the
burning plane through enemy fire before ditching in the Thames Estuary.
Ercolini was thought to have gone
down with the sinking bomber until the
detached cockpit section re-emerged
and he was reunited with his crew in
the dinghy. ASR searched for the men
but the extreme weather conditions,
and the fact that the bomber had
ditched so far off its proper course,
meant they were unable to effect a rescue. Finally the crew washed up at
Ventnor on the Isle of Wight and Ercolini was awarded the DSO.
When the first draft of Bates’s story
was sent round various departments for
approval the answer came back: “I enjoyed every moment of reading, but
where oh where was the ASR service?”
In public relations terms the story had
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to be retold — the crew had to be rescued by the ASR, as indeed many crews
were. With each branch of the service
satisfied by the changes, the final draft
met with unanimous approval at the
ministry: “one of the finest pieces of
sustained writing produced in the
war.” It says much for Bates that although he may well have heard a firsthand account of the story he himself
had never even flown in an aircraft let
alone had to escape from one into a
freezing cold November sea.
By 1943, ACM Sir Charles Portal,
Chief of the Air Staff, felt the nation’s
achievements in resisting the German
night bombing campaign had slipped
into obscurity and asked Bates to write
the story of the Night Battle of Britain,
an account of the major switch in Luftwaffe tactics from the day war of the
Battle of Britain to the night bombing of
the Blitz. However, when Bates submitted his manuscript, The Night Interception Battle 1940-1941, it was decided
that publication was not in the best interests of the RAF at that time. The
manuscript was suppressed until its
release in 1993.
In March 1944 Bates’s most well
known wartime novel, Fair Stood the
Wind for France, was published. Originally he gave the story his customary
unfulfilling ending, but before the
novel was published in book form it
was to be serialised in the Woman’s
Journal and the influential editor of the
magazine, Peggy Sutherland, persuaded Bates that her readers would far
prefer a happy conclusion to the novel’s
central love story, and so lucrative was
the serialisation deal that Sutherland
persuaded Bates to alter the final pages
and give her readers the romantic ending she felt sure they wanted. The
novel became a huge best-seller in both
Britain and North America, marking
another turning point in Bates’s life.
For the first time in his career he had a
literary agent, Laurence Pollinger, and
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he moved to a new publisher, Michael
Joseph. Contracts were negotiated that
would give Bates the kind of financial
security he could only have dreamed of
before the war.
In June 1944, just prior to the invasion of France, Bates was ordered back
to Tangmere to write despatches,
mainly for North American readers, to
describe the first fighter assaults of the
invasion. Arriving at Tangmere he
found there were no beds available and
was forced to spend the night in Chichester only to wake in the morning to
discover that the invasion had already
begun. Worried that he had missed the
very action he had been sent to cover,
he arrived at the aerodrome to find that
no German aircraft had been mobilised
to defend the invasion beaches and that
the Allied pilots were returning from
their sorties in a state of frustration.
Nevertheless his despatch, “Air Umbrella without a Puncture” was warmly
received. “For a week or more I wrote a
despatch every day. As invasion progressed there was more and more action to cover and my confidence in my
ability to cover it grew in parallel.
Every piece was well received in London and I have rarely enjoyed an assignment more.”
In August he was recalled to London before being sent to Normandy to
report on the launching sites of the V1
rockets. On 9th September 1944 he flew
from Northolt to Amiens in what he
described as a tin-can Dakota and set
out for the Picardy and Pas de Calais
areas, where he found the launch sites
to be of “almost frighteningly simple
construction, consisting of two lengths
of railway line poised in the air at an
angle of 45°.” He left the launching
sites and made his way to Paris, recently liberated, where he met up with
Richard Dimbleby. En route he met an
English countess and her husband and
returning via Normandy, he stayed at
the couple’s chateau for a few days be-
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fore arriving home with gifts of butter,
peaches, melons and silk stockings. He
was away only a week, but wrote later
that it was the most exhilarating week
of his life.
However, when Bates submitted his
essay “The Battle of the Flying Bomb”,
the ministry decided that, once again,
the timing was not right for publication.
It was argued that the pamphlet revealed too much about the true loss of
life and that it would cause too much
anxiety to the public. It was also felt
that if the story was going to be told
then it should include the V2, which
was still at that time a secret weapon.
The pamphlet was suppressed by the
ministry until 1993 when Bill Ogley
added additional material, maps and
photographs and published it under the
title Flying Bombs over England.
By early 1945 it was clear that the
war in Europe was coming to a conclusion, but it was feared that in the Far
East the war could well continue for
another year or more. What the Allies
needed were articles and essays aimed
more specifically at the families and
loved ones of the thousands of American and Commonwealth airmen for
whom at that time there was no prospect of an early homecoming. Bates
was asked if he would go to India,
where his old friend Group Captain
Leonard Dodds had been posted; he
didn’t hesitate. He flew out of RAF Lyneham on or about Friday 22nd February, stopping in Malta, Cairo, and Shaibah, arriving in Calcutta three days
later; a journey he described later in the
essay, “Three Days to Calcutta”.
On the very day Bates flew into Calcutta, an American B-29 Superfortress
which had flown out of Chakulia on a
reconnaissance mission was attacked,
800 miles from its base, by a Japanese
fighter. The crew managed to fly the
burning bomber 600 miles back before
crashing into the sea. Several RAF
Catalinas were sent to search for the

stricken bomber and five crew members were found drifting in the sharkinfested waters and were picked up by
Flying Officer Lickorish and his crew.
Another of the Catalina pilots, Flying
Officer Bradford, made two excursions,
without sleep, for 30 hours over two
days before retrieving four more crew
members from a submarine which had
managed to rescue the airmen from the
sea. Bates duly filed his essay: “B-29 in
Distress — On Fire”, but the story was
so extraordinary that it was widely reported in the newspapers and it is not
known whether Bates’s account ever
made it into print.
During his trip Bates visited Burma
twice, chiefly to visit its dusty airfields
out of which tiny Sentinel aircraft were
operating. Known affectionately as the
flying jeep, the Sentinels were being
used as air ambulances to pick up the
wounded and transport them as swiftly
as possible out of the war zone and
away to hospital. They were just big
enough to carry a pilot and two casualties, (or, unofficially, three) and some
were sponsored by American schoolchildren in Detroit. It was part of
Bates’s remit to let the people of Detroit
know that their efforts in fund-raising
for these “Angels of Mercy” were not
forgotten.
Three of his essays relating to the
campaign: “Burma Air — Dusty”, “Answer, Angel of Mercy”, “It’s Not in the
Book” make powerful and uncomfortable reading and have not been traced
to publication. Bates describes “It’s Not
in the Book” as being “an unpleasant
article because I wish it to be.” Whilst
he intended to drive home a passionate
message that what was happening in
Burma must not be forgotten, his description of the men on the Burma front
who were “fighting, all the time, in a
bitter, heat-scourged, malaria-scourged,
heart-breaking hell” was judged too
bleak for public consumption.
Bates wrote extensively about his
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time in India and Burma in the last volume of his autobiography, The Vanished
World. When he arrived in Calcutta he
was taken to stay with
. . . nice Scottish people who have a
lovely house overlooking the river.
They gave me bed, bath and a magnificent dinner with salad, new potatoes, green peas, peaches, grapefruit,
tomatoes and eggs. They have been
wonderful . . . Henderson is a chief
engineer at the jute mill, has been
here about 30 years, and talks a terrifying mixture of broadest Scots and
Hindustani which leaves me staggered. Mrs Henderson is prime Scots:
clean as a piece of ice, always doing
things herself, baking scones and
short cakes and so on. They are wonderfully and touchingly kind, and I
am very very comfortable. The boy
brings tea for me in the morning and
then I get up to a breakfast of two
eggs and bacon, which I eat in a room
overlooking the Hooghli river. I find
it quite the most beautiful part of Calcutta. It’s about 3 times as wide as
the Thames at London Bridge, and
has on it the most lovely variety of
boats, steamers, sampans and so on.
At night it is very still and quiet, with
a few lights on the peaks.

Mrs Henderson and her husband appeared in the novel, The Purple Plain.
Bates travelled to Jalpaiguri by train as
the guest of another Scot, a tea planter,
noticing on the journey two English
nurses travelling back from a few days’
respite in Darjeeling, carrying wooden
baskets planted up with primroses.
Such small observations, the characters
he met and the stories he was told were
woven into his wartime stories and
novels: “Time Expired”, “The Frontier”,
The Purple Plain, The Jacaranda Tree, and
The Scarlet Sword.
Burma was the inspiration for the
novel The Purple Plain, but it was not
until Bates arrived back in England that
he heard a story which would help him
to form the character of the novel’s protagonist, Forrester, the Mosquito pilot.
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Back at the ministry he was told of a
pilot who seemed unable to get himself
killed after his bride of only a few hours
died in his arms as they danced in
Leicester Square. It was the missing
link he needed. In 1954 the novel was
made into a feature film starring Gregory Peck and Win Min Tan.
After the war, Bates returned to the
theme of WW2 in two novellas: The
Cruise of the Breadwinner and The Triple
Echo, and two novels: The Scarlet Sword
and A Moment in Time. In 1972, The Triple Echo was made into a film starring
Oliver Reed and Glenda Jackson. The
BBC produced a four-part serialisation
of A Moment in Time in 1979. Bates’s
children’s story, The White Admiral, was
written during the war for his two
young sons Richard and Jonathan, but
it was not published until 1968. In the
story a large swarm of angry wasps set
out to take over the orchards of Pearmain and Buddleja, home to peaceable
and beautiful butterflies, moths, spiders
and dragonflies. Bates, who was well
aware that the entomology of his story
did not fit with nature, used the insects
merely as a device to translate the action of the dogfights and bombs of the
Battle of Britain into a different context
for his two small boys. The story, full
of wit and wonderful characters, has a
delightfully romantic ending and is as
charming to adults as it is to children.
Bates’s output of work relating to
the Second World War was extensive:
five novels, 37 short stories and novellas, one story for children, 28 essays,
four poems and one play. His time at
RAF Writer Command brought him
international recognition as a novelist
with the publication in 1944 of his
world-wide best-seller, Fair Stood the
Wind for France, and was the foundation
of his post-war literary career.
We thank Victoria Wicks for this essay on
her grandfather’s wartime work, printed
here for the first time. This essay copyright
© Victoria Wicks 2017. — Ed.
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“B-29 in Distress. On Fire.”
H. E. Bates

In the early morning of February 26th
1945 there came into the flying-boat
base on the Hooghli, India’s greatest
river, one of those messages that all too
rarely disturb the hot monotony in
which the crews of the RAF Catalinas of
Eastern Air Command search the Bay of
Bengal, the coast of Arakan and even
the tropical islands of Malaya, so beloved and so well described by Joseph
Conrad, for flying crews that are shot
down into the sea. It said simply: “B-29
in distress. On fire.”
That message began a series of extraordinary and courageous events
which were sustained from the morning of the 26th, when Catalina sortie
No. 1 became airborne above the dusty
coconut palms and flaming bougainvil-

leas and white-sailed sampans of its
base, to the evening of March 3rd, a
week after the business had begun. It is
the epic among Catalina rescues.
To begin the story you must go back
for still another twenty-four hours. It
begins a half-hour before midnight on
the 25th of February, on the full Indian
moon, on a night still not quite tropical,
in the last week before the thick moist
heat slowly mounts to swamp the Indian plain. That night a Boeing B-29
Superfortress set out from its base at
Chakulia to the west of Calcutta and
north of the Bay of Bengal to fly more
than 1,600 nautical miles to the southeastwards, on a mission to take photographs of Singapore. It was a maiden
voyage. But it was also more than that:
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for two members of its all-American
crew it was a thirteenth voyage. I was a
voyage that should normally have
ended the following day.
The Superfortress flew on all night,
and was over Singapore by 7.30, an
hour or two after dawn, on the following morning. It flew for half an hour
over the city, making a series of steady
runs for the photographer. The photographer, an American with the good
English name of Lester, was particularly pleased with himself. For it was
he who was on a thirteenth trip, and the
steady excellence of the runs over Singapore, on which he was able to take
what he hoped would be first-class pictures, did a good deal to dispel the oldfashioned idea that it might be unlucky.
Lester had in fact got all the pictures he
needed by eight o’clock, and at almost
exactly that time the Superfortress
turned northeastwards for home.
The captain of the aircraft was a
young Californian named Jim Lyons.
He had been piloting the aircraft
throughout the night and now needed
rest. He went back from the cockpit to
lie down for a spell. The aircraft was
flying at a steady just-under 200 mph,
at 24,000 feet. Lyons had not been resting an hour when one of the gunners
came to wake him up. Three or four
thousand feet below, and flying in the
same direction, there had appeared a
Japanese fighter. But neither Lyons nor
the gunner could name it. Nor in fact
could anyone else name it. Lyons went
forward into the cockpit to join the copilot, a young North Dakotan named
Mills Bale, and took charge.
At almost precisely 9.30 the Jap
fighter attacked. It made a series of five
fantastically fast and accurate passes
from the right and slightly below, coming into the Superfortress’s nose. The
second hit the cockpit where Lyons and
Bale were sitting, setting it on fire. By
courageous and frantic efforts Lyons
beat the fire out with his hands. He
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was not sure how long he was doing
this. The fire in the cockpit was not the
only trouble. Back in the aircraft there
were three other separate fires, and one
of them had let loose a piece of hideous
terror. It had set the bomb-bay tanks on
fire, releasing a flaming jet of hydraulic
fluid that had poured over the bombardier, turning him instantly into a stick
of living flame. It was sometime about
this hellish moment, with Lyons beating out the fire with his hands, the
bombardier burning alive, a third fire
burning in the bomb-bay, a fourth
creeping along the leading edge of the
left wing, and No. 1 engine hit, that the
radio operator sent his first signal for
help. “In distress. On fire.”
All this could only have taken a few
minutes, and in those few minutes the
Jap fighter had disappeared. In the
confusion of combat no one had successfully identified it, but it had packed
more than a piece of crisp hell into five
punches. Even so, with Lyons successfully beating out the cockpit fire with
his hands, the aircraft was under control and was flying well. To all of the
twelve members of the crew it began to
seem more than remotely possible that
at least they might fly as far as Akyab
on the coast of Arakan.
Then something also happened. No.
1 engine had been hit and had stopped.
Lyons tried to feather it, but had no
luck. The propeller simply windmilled,
finally causing friction enough to start a
fire, the fifth fire of that morning, inside
the engine itself. By all correct aeronautical rules that propeller should have
disintegrated, and with it a whole lot of
anxiety, but the rules did not hold and
so this newest and most dangerous fire
of all began. All this time the fourth
fire was eating along the leading edge
of the left wing rather like the fretting
and creeping fire of a fuse. It never
seemed to grow much larger or faster
or lighter. It was its potentialities that
were vast. Like a fuse it seemed to be
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leading up to something explosively
final. Nor was there any way of dealing
with it except by watching and waiting.
It could only creep forward to disaster
or, by some other miraculous inversion
of rules die out.
Lyons and the crew watched that
fire and the fire in the engine for about
three hours. All this time they were
flying steadily northwestwards until by
a little after noon, Indian time, they
were somewhere south of Rangoon. Up
to that time they still had the hope that
they might fly as far as Akyab, and they
had at least the satisfaction of knowing
that away in India their plight and position was known. They knew that all the
organisation of rescue had begun.
During all this time, for almost three
hours, there had kept coming to Bale,
the co-pilot, the thought of a cake. It
was a fruit cake, part of the crew rations, and it was somewhere back in the
aircraft, waiting to be eaten. All the
time Bale kept fixing his mind on the
thought of this cake: in his imagination
leaving the cockpit, going back, finding
the cake, cutting it and finally getting
his teeth into its fruity richness. It was
an idea that remained with him vividly
for long afterwards — very very vividly
because, what with one fire and another, it was never executed.
And by shortly after twelve o’clock
it became finally clear to Bale, and to
everybody else, that the cake could
never be eaten. There has been a series
of explosions in the defunct engine.
They began to be followed, about 12.20,
by a series of sudden disintegrations in
the left wing. After flying for three
hours, over nearly 600 miles of brassy
ocean, Lyons and his crew were facing
perhaps the worst among all disastrous
situations that flyers know: the breaking-up of the ship. And at almost exactly 12.25 Lyons gave the last order of
the first trip of a Superfortress that he
had never even had time to get fond of,
and Bale, the co-pilot, knew that at last

he had had the cake he had never had.
By 12.30 there were twelve parachutes in the air — one of them carrying downwards to the sun-beaten tropical waters the limp and depressed body
of the burned bombardier. Already it
did not have much life. And probably
it alone among twelve Americans did
not hear, thirty seconds later, the B-29
hitting the water with a tremendous
thump, blowing herself to pieces.
Meanwhile, back at the RAF Catalina base at Bally on a broad, straight
stretch of the Hooghli River, north of
Calcutta, more than 800 miles away, a
lot was happening. By 1.30 the first
Catalina crew had already become airborne. By mid-afternoon a second had
been briefed for its long rescue journey
south. The crew was busy provisioning
the aircraft with extra food, medical
supplies, milk, oranges, water; and
themselves with dinner.
Their first problem was not to start
too early. Too early a start would mean
an arrival in darkness. And since the
Catalina had only two hours in which
to search for Lyons and his crew, they
would need every second of daylight.
The trip southward would be long;
would last the whole night. For the
great virtue of the RAF Catalinas — still
one of the loveliest of flying boats — is
not its speed, but its lack of it. Flying at
100 mph, it has immense powers of endurance. It is recorded as remaining in
flight for as long as 34 hours.
So Catalina sortie No. 1, with its Canadian captain, Flight Lieutenant C. R.
Bradford, its Canadian navigator and
its British crew, set course southeast
over the great Bay of Bengal on a flight
that would have nothing to break the
monotony until morning showed
whether or not, in the vast spaces of the
Indian Ocean, a dozen yellow Mae
West jackets still survived.
Hitting the water, Lyons had had
some difficulty in getting out of his
parachute.
His hands were badly
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burned from the fire in the cockpit.
Then when he succeeded in getting
himself free he had a new difficulty
with the automatic inflating apparatus
of his life jacket. It would not function.
So two others of the crew, Louis Sandrick and Anthony Peleckis, held him
up while he inflated it by blowing. After that he kicked off his shoes. It was a
bad mistake. For the rest of the day and
whole of the night he had continually to
contend with attacks from shark and
sea-crab, so that his legs and feet were
lacerated crossways, as if jaggedly
scraped by a sharp glass comb. To all
flyers who bale out in tropical waters
Lyons gives advice painfully learned:
keep your boots on.
Lyons and the sergeant gunner Sandrick stayed together through the blistering heat of that afternoon until nine
o’clock. Long immersion in seawater
began to soothe the burns on the captain’s face and hands. Then about midnight Sandrick and Lyons began to hear
the sound of voices in the darkness, and
soon they joined up with Thorp, the
engineer, and Peleckis. The four of
them stayed together until daylight.

Technical Sergeant Sandrick (left) and Staff
Sergeant Peleckis, who saved their injured captain from drowning, pictured after the rescue.

Daylight on the morning of February 27th came about 6.15, and with daylight Lyons and Peleckis and Thorp and
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Sandrick heard men shouting. This
time it was Bale, the co-pilot, the man
from North Dakota, who had neither
had his cake nor eaten it. So the five of
them joined together and kept together,
daylight and sunlight gradually
strengthening so that in an hour or so
their limited horizon was clear. They
found swimming was not easy. The
swell on the sea was deep and every
five seconds or so waves hit them in the
face. They had no rest or food or drink;
their single can of drinking water had
been spoiled by seawater.
But at eight o’clock they saw what
they still remember, even if they live to
an age when an aircraft that flies at 100
miles an hour will be as much a museum piece as a horse-drawn fire engine, as the most beautiful sight in the
world. White and slow and lovely in
flight at fifty feet about the sea, a Catalina came over them from the north. It
was Catalina sortie No. 2.
Catalina sortie No. 2 was piloted by
a young Englishman named Eric
Lickorish, from Sussex. He came in as
the result of a remarkable piece of navigation that brought him within a mile
or two of Lyons and four of the crew.
Practically dead on eight o’clock he saw
the first yellow Mae West below him in
a circle of fluorescent warning green.
In three of four minutes he saw four
others. They had been separated within
a radius of about a mile.
Lickorish dropped on to the water in
a moment full of an interesting realisation: it was his first landing on the open
sea. He came down perfectly. Taxiing
about, he made for the man he had first
sighted, and his crew, in a state of great
excitement, threw out a rope to him and
pulled him aboard. Lickorish taxied
away again in a sea that had on it a sixfoot swell, and picked up two more of
Lyons’s men who were strong enough
to pull themselves aboard. Lickorish
then taxied another half-mile and found
the remaining two survivors. They had
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now been in the water for twenty-two
hours, and were too weak to pull themselves in. But the Catalina carried on
board two powerful English swimmers
— a London ex-police sergeant named
Cooper, and a young warrant officer
named Mitchell. They dived straight
into these shark-infested waters to
bring in the last two of Lyons’s men.
Lickorish then took off again, bouncing
considerably on the six-foot swell, and
flew low over the area in a final search
for the rest of the crew. He searched as
long as he could, the limit of his time
nearly up, and then finally, seeing nobody, set course for home. What he did
not know was that down below waving
frantically, in despair, almost at the end
of his strength and crying with broken
despair, was another man.
Now, by the afternoon of February
27th, Catalina sorties No. 3 and No. 4
were starting or were due to start.
American Superfortresses were searching too. Catalina sortie No. 4 was captained by Flight Lieutenant Bradford,
who had already made one long and
unsuccessful search beginning on the
26th and ending in the morning of the
27th at about the same time Lyons and
the others had been picked up by
Lickorish. By midnight, Bradford was
off again, about to add to his first sortie
of twenty hours another of twenty-one.
It was a little after full moon, the night
cool and fresh, with soft brilliance: comforts to be remembered in waterborne
hours when Catalinas alight on the sea
in the full glare of the tropical sun to
become like stifling hot-houses as they
rode slightly up and down on the vast
expanse of water that has no shade.
Bradford cruised down across the
Indian Ocean all night, arriving over
the distress area in daylight. He was
disappointed to find that the whole
area seemed empty; there was no sign,
anywhere in the already glittering expanse of sea, of a single life jacket. It
was intensely disappointing to Brad-

ford, who had now flown thirty hours,
without sleep, to find himself on the
verge of frustration a second time.
Somewhere there were still seven men
of the Superfortress crew and he decided to have one final look around before going away.
And in that final look-round he saw
on the surface of the sea an incredible
and unexpected thing. It was a submarine. Almost before he had time to decide which of two kinds of submarine it
might be, it had begun to flash him a
message. And Bradford did not need
an interpreter.
It was some time in the afternoon of
the 26th, about three hours after Lyons
had abandoned the aircraft, that a second B-29 appeared out of the north,
and, cruising round at about one thousand feet, dropped a life-raft to three
survivors. They knew themselves to be
very lucky men. But only a mile or so
away, so close that he could see every
letter on the aircraft with painful clarity, was a man who had begun to think
he had no luck at all. It was the radar
operator. He saw the B-29, and waved
to it, with exactly the same excited despair he was to wave at Lickorish’s
Catalina the following morning. And
with exactly the same result. He was
the only man whom nobody seemed to
see. The Superfortress dropped its liferaft too far away from him to reach, and
then came over him again and again to
continue its search. But in a search
from a thousand feet the head of a man
in a bouncing sea has as much chance
of being seen as a mouse scuttling
across a desert. And after a time the
Superfortress flew away again as next
morning the Catalina was also to fly
away, leaving the radar operator utterly
alone.
But it was not until the Catalina had
disappeared, taking with it what
seemed to him the last of all reasonable
hope, that he conceived the terrible notion of drowning himself. He made up
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his mind that it would be better to die
than to struggle on. He had already
been more than twenty hours in the
water, without food or drink, much of
the time in the merciless tropical sun.
His lips were pale and swollen and the
motion of his limbs had become
vaguely automatic. He decided he
could not go on.
Accordingly he decided on one of
those courageously terrible acts that
come out of utter despair. He put himself under the water. He put himself
under and remained under for a few
seconds, and then came up again. If it
is true that there is a destiny that shapes
our ends it was now about to have infinite proof. The radar operator put himself under the water again. And again
he remained under for a few seconds
and then came up again. He simply
could not hold himself down. He had
come up against the awful moment of
making the supreme and final decision
about his own life only to find that he
was up against a more awful and still
stronger force of frustration. Nevertheless he decided to make another attempt. And as he was about to go
down for the third time he heard the
sound of aeroplane engines. As they
came closer, the radar operator recognised them as Superfortress engines.
And in a few minutes, he saw the B-29
itself.
It was the same Superfortress that
was signalling, or had already signalled, the submarine. The submarine
already had the life-raft survivors and
the radar operator on board when Bradford sighted it. It was British and it was
asking him if he was prepared to take
survivors aboard. Like a shot he answered “I’m coming down.” He made
his sea-landing about a hundred yards
away and then sent two of his crew,
both expert swimmers, over to the
submarine in a dinghy. There was a
pleasant interlude of slightly mad excitement between British sailors,
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American flyers, and Canadian and
British airmen that came nearer to the
perfection of the Allied understanding
than a million conferences. There were
photographs. There was joy for the
American boys at the exchange of a
long sea-passage home for an airpassage of only a few hours. In the
submarine it had been “kind of
crowded”, Lester said, “but it was the
nearest thing to heaven I ever saw.”
The Catalina had something of the appearance of a heavenly body too. It
developed standards as sweet as home:
fried eggs and bacon, tea, oranges, bananas, chocolate, jam. It is not recorded
if there was also cake. But then Bale
was already home.

HMS Seadog, the British submarine which
rescued some of Lyons’s crew, is seen here as the
men are transferred to Bradford’s Catalina.

By midnight that day, the 28th, the
rest were home too. And on their arrival at the Catalina base on the Hooghli,
850 miles northeast of their disaster,
there happened one of those things that
give support to the theory that the British seek sometimes to widen their
sphere of influence. The astonishing
fact is recorded that one American boy
drank twenty cups of tea.
Sphere of influence did not stop
widening there. That night there were
in an American base hospital nine
American boys, one of whom had been
down as near to a self-chosen death as a
man can be and keep his sanity, who
had hearts as big as the world. “Well,
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old lady,” he would say to himself, “I
guess you’re on your own now.” In the
hospital he remembered it with tears.
And he knew, as eight of his buddies
also knew, that even a heart as big as
the world was not big enough to contain all the gratitude they felt for the
Catalinas and their men. Lyons had
something to say about it too. “They
sure treated us right” he said. The RAF
had a typical, magnificent, self-effacing
answer: “These boys are doing the
job,” they said, “it’s just up to us to pick
them up when they get knocked
down.”
By all orthodox rules of storytelling,
this story should end here. It is magnificently complete in itself, and could
only have been more magnificent if the
bombardier and two others had been
found by Catalina sortie No. 5, which
departed for its last search on the 27th
and came home, empty, on the 28th.
But it does not end here. It begins
again.
It begins again, in the same week,
even before the search for the three
missing men had ended, with a second
B-29 on a mission to Singapore. Not
many good stories can be repeated
without risk of anti-climax. But this
story not only repeats itself: it improves
itself. It is a story rather finer in repetition for its coordination, its risks, its
defiance of odds. It stretches the good
points of the first just a little farther,
sharpens their meaning just a little
more brightly.
The setting is again the same: the
Catalina base on the Hooghli, among
the dusty coconut palms and flaming
bougainvilleas and banana trees lining
the waterfront; another Superfortress
shot down over Singapore, this time by
flak and no fewer than 1,050 miles
away; the same Catalina crews, notably
that under Bradford, engaged: and the
same triumphant rescue.
Some time before the first rescue
had ended, the second B-29 had sent

out the signal of distress. The men of
this second Superfortress were luckier
than the first; only twenty minutes after
bailing out they were sighted by a Liberator on patrol. It dropped dinghies
down to them and its pilot had the satisfaction of seeing the crew climbing
into them.
Meanwhile, 1,050 miles away to the
northwest, Flight Lieutenant Bradford
was about to make his third flight in
four days: out of 98 hours he had flown
43. The new trip would take him to the
extreme limit of his range; would entail
a flight of at least twenty-two hours;
and would give him only the thinnest
margin of time for his rescue. He had
to face the fact also that the American
crew were something less than ten
miles off the coast of Japanese-occupied
Malaya and that there were fighter airfields in Malaya and strong currents
among the many islands off the coast.
He started off from India that night,
flew southward through the night as
before and by daylight, within five
minutes of his estimated time, was
dropping flares that showed him the
yellow dinghy among the islands below. In the dinghy were six excited
men. A little further off two others
were in the water. Bradford came
down, taxied across to them in a fourfoot swell and took them all aboard.
The Catalina was already fully loaded.
Shnider, the Canadian navigator, who
had had the satisfaction of being only a
mile or two out in his reckoning in each
flight, was just ripping the dinghy with
a knife in order to sink it when, as if to
repeat perfectly the best of the first
story’s details, a submarine appeared.
This time it had no survivors aboard.
Bradford asked its help in the search.
By this time the safety-margin of petrol
was wearing thin and Bradford decided
that half an hour was his limit of search.
He had just reached the end of that time
when an RAF Liberator appeared. It
dropped a smoke flare. Bradford taxied
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over to investigate and found two other
men, one in a one-man dinghy, the
other supported by two Mae Wests and
clinging to the dinghy and having, as
Shnider remarked “a nice gulp of seawater about every four seconds.”
Bradford did not know what to do.
He was already overloaded with crew,
petrol and survivors, and he was at the
absolute limit of his range. Finally he
decided to take the two men aboard.
And so another American Superfortress
crew began the long flight home, feasting off eggs and bacon and oranges and
pears, and, incidentally, gallons of tea.
That flight, said Bradford, took a long
time. When it was finished the Catalina
had only 130 gallons of petrol left in its
tanks, “and below 100 gallons” Bradford said, “anything can happen”. And
when the Catalina landed on the dark
Hooghli at its base the flight had taken
just a half an hour short of a whole day.
But for two reasons this is still not
this story’s end. Somewhere there was
hope of another survivor. If he were
alive, he would be somewhere alone

among the islands of the Malayan coast.
Accordingly there began the seventh of
these long Catalina flights made by the
same squadron in one week: a flight
this time of 2,100 miles for the chance of
saving a single man. And out of the sad
fact that it was unsuccessful emerges
the final reason why this story is not
ended yet. It is not ended because it is
a continuous story: a story without an
end.
As long as Superfortresses raid Singapore and Rangoon and the ports of
Malaya, risking the hell of very accurate
Japanese defences there, so long will
these Catalinas fly down across the
great Indian Ocean, in tropical heat, to
pick them out of the sea. And so long
as that happens there will be many an
American boy who will say, as the pilot
of this second Superfortress said, “This
makes me a friend of the British for life”
and who will live to praise the beauty
of the white Catalinas making their
slow long voyages down to Malayan
islands now more sombrely dramatic
than Conrad ever knew.

Submitted to the Air Ministry’s Directorate of Public Relations (PR3) in April 1945, this story appears never to have been published. It has been transcribed from typescript and corrected by the
editor of The Tangmere Logbook, and is printed here for the first time with the kind permission of
the executors of the H. E. Bates literary estate. Copyright © 2017 Evensford Productions Ltd.
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Flight from Baghdad
David Baron
There I was in March 1967, a flight lieutenant minding my own business as a
flying instructor on the Gnat advanced
trainer at RAF Valley, Anglesey, when I
received a phone call from the Air Secretary’s Department in London inviting
me for an interview (in this context,
“inviting me” can be translated as “demanding my presence”). I was not
given to understand why, but since the
Air Secretary’s Department was the
authority responsible for the career
management of all RAF officers, my
imagination ran wild.
Three days later, I was on a train
from Holyhead to London and booked
in at the Gremlin Club in Paddington, a
haunt long-used by RAF pilots in the
know for overnight stops in the big city.
The following morning saw me at
Adastral House in Holborn where I was
wheeled in to see a wing commander

staff officer. There were no pleasantries. He got down to business immediately and explained that the RAF
wanted to me to agree to a two-year
secondment to the Iraqi Air Force. (I
should explain here that Iraq had entered a contract with the UK in the early
1960s to purchase a number of Hunter
aircraft and, and as an element of the
arrangement, a cadre of five accompanied RAF instructors were established
with a squadron leader in charge to
provide in-country conversion training
for Iraqi AF pilots.) Apparently one of
these five instructors was soon to return
home and a replacement had to be
found; no-one had responded to the
associated advertisement for a volunteer and thus it was time to apply hard
rules. During the interview, I was told
that I could not be ordered to take up
the post, but were I not to do so then on
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completion of my current tour at Valley
a ground appointment either as a simulator instructor or lecturer at one of the
flying training schools would be most
likely rather than my desired return to
the front line. Naturally, if I were to
accept the post then a subsequent front
line tour could be guaranteed. I was
given 48 hours to consult my wife,
Vivienne, and report back by telephone.
I arrived back at Valley that evening.
On the following day, I called the
Air Secretary’s Department and agreed
the secondment. Vivienne and I had
originally met in Bahrain where she
was a secretary with the Bahrain Oil
Company and I was a Hunter fighter/
ground attack pilot with No. 8 Squadron on detachment from Aden, so neither of us were strangers to the Middle
East. We both rather looked forward to
the experience of a couple of years back
there. The next move was for me to
obtain a “Certificate to Instruct” on the
Hunter (without instructional hours on
the aircraft, I was unable to covert my
A2 Gnat category), and so I went to
RAF Chivenor, in Devon, the home of
the Hunter Operational Conversion
Unit on 18 April and returned to Valley
with the required qualification on 27
April. Two weeks later, Vivienne and I
“marched out” of our married quarter
and, with our six-month-old daughter,
drove down to Hamble on the South
Coast to spend two weeks’ embarkation
leave at her family’s home, “Little Firs”,
prior to our departure for Baghdad on
Friday, 26 May.
At about this time, the UK media
were reporting heightened tension between Israel and her Arab neighbours.
Things deteriorated rapidly; Gamal
Abdul Nasser, the President of the
United Arab Republic (Egypt) received
false reports purportedly from the Soviet Union that Israel was massing
forces to the Syrian border and responded by deploying his troops in the
Sinai Peninsula and, in particular, to
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Sharm el-Sheikh overlooking the Straits
of Tiran, the entrance to the Gulf of
Aqaba. Israel now felt obliged to repeat
its declaration of 1957 that any closure
of the Straits would constitute an act of
war. At this point, I rang the Air Secretary’s Department and drew attention
to the Foreign Office advice that British
passport holders should leave the area
immediately. “Ah, we’d forgotten
about you. We’ll call you back”, was
the reply. The following day, I was informed that I should proceed and leave
Vivienne and our daughter behind;
they could come and join me later when
everything had cooled down. My suggestion that I, too, should stay behind
until things cooled down was met with
typical British phlegm, “Not a chance,
old boy. We’ve a contract to fulfil, y’
know!” On 22 May, Nasser closed the
Straits of Tiran to Israeli shipping.
Vivienne drove me to RAF Brize
Norton for the first leg of my journey to
Iraq — a VC-10 night flight to RAF Akrotiri, Cyprus. On arrival at Akrotiri
the following day, Saturday, 26 May, I
transferred to Nicosia Airport for a Viscount flight to Beirut and thence an
Iraqi Airlines Trident flight to Baghdad
International. I was met at the airport
by Squadron Leader Jim Crowe and a
couple of his team and taken to my hotel on the east bank of the Tigris in the
city centre. It was then that I learnt that
the Iraqi AF was on a war footing and
the RAF instructors were temporarily
barred from the Hunter base at Habbaniyah, 50 miles to the west. I had just
better sit tight in the hotel until further
notice. The days passed slowly and it
was clear from the daily local English
language newspaper that the situation
was progressively worsening. On 31
May, the Iraqi army began deploying
troops and armoured units into Jordan
(the Hunters had flown in a day or two
earlier). Iraq airspace was now closed
to civilian traffic which allowed frequent Iraqi AF Mig21 flag-waves over
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the capital — presumably to bolster
citizens’ morale.
At 08.00 hours on Monday, 5 June,
the Israeli Air force launched preemptive air attacks against Egyptian
airfields and mounted a massive
ground offensive against Egyptian
forces in Sinai. For the first day or two,
no hostility was shown to me by hotel
staff and I felt quite comfortable. However, on the Wednesday, with Arab
forces being routed, Nasser claimed
that Israel was receiving military support from the United States and Britain
with RAF Canberras operating from
Cyprus, and the atmosphere became
distinctly unfriendly. I therefore packed my bags and made for the British
Embassy, only to find it surrounded by
rent-a-crowd; the same applied at the
U.S. Embassy so I took a taxi across the
Tigris to the home of one of my RAF
colleagues, Tim Webb, and his wife,
Sally, who gave me a bed for the night.
At first light on Thursday, 8 June,
we were informed that diplomatic relations between the UK and Iraq had
been severed and that we must prepare
for a road evacuation by convoy to Tehran that same evening. Feverish activity ensued with my colleagues packing
their effects and attempting to arrange
collection by a freight company under
the auspices of the Canadian Embassy.
By mid-afternoon, we were informed
that a Rolls-Royce consultant attached
to Iraqi Airlines and his family had
jumped the gun and been set upon by
locals while passing through a village a
few miles north-east of the capital; we
RAF personnel were now at particular
risk so would be provided with appropriate “cover” within the convoy
which, until clear of Iraq, was to be protected by elements of the Iraqi army. I
was to be given the wife and two small
children of an embassy official who
would be remaining in Baghdad as part
of a skeleton staff and tasked with driving them to Tehran in their Ford Anglia

motor car. The passports of all personnel were to be carried by the British
diplomat in charge of the convoy and
returned to us at the border.
At 10.00 pm that evening, I was introduced to my new “wife” (hereafter
referred to as companion) and children
at the marshalling point for the convoy
on the northern outskirts of Baghdad.
An hour later, two coaches and some 25
private cars set forth for the Iranian
border some 125 miles to the north-east.
After approximately ten miles we came
to an halt so that our convoy commander could walk up and down to
confirm the number of vehicles — this
despite the fact that the Iraqi Army was
both in the lead and bringing up the
rear with the ability to communicate
any difficulties to him by radio.
Twenty miles further on, the same occurred; one or two of us remonstrated
only to be told that we must accept his
authority. And so it went on until we
reached the Iraqi frontier in the early
hours of Friday morning, at which
point we recovered our passports and,
after a few worrying few moments as
they were checked for bona fide exit
visas, passed out of Iraq into the mile or
so of no-man’s-land.
On arrival at the Iranian frontier, it
soon became clear that we car drivers
were going no further until the border
authorities’ palms had been duly
greased, but the immigration officials
had no interest in Iraqi dinars which
were all that my companion and I possessed. It was at this point that an official from the British Embassy in Tehran,
who had been despatched to the border
crossing to assist our passage, came to
the rescue by providing Iranian rials on
a signature guaranteeing subsequent
repayment in sterling. He explained
that the purpose of this loan was to pay
for petrol and food and drink en route
to our destination. My request for a
“free” supply to fund the required bribe
fell on deaf ears. With the prospect of
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a further 450 miles to drive, we RAF
personnel went into confab and agreed
unanimously to ditch the convoy and
go on independently, a decision not
taken at all kindly by the convoy commander. Eventually, he realised that
we were not going to give way, admitted defeat, and offered the following:
Friday is, of course, the Sabbath and
the majority of petrol stations are
closed. However, arrangements have
been made for one particular filling
station to receive us — by way of direction, enter the village of ‘x’ some
20 miles into Iran, cross over the
bridge in its centre and start the climb
into the Zagros mountain range. Approximately half a mile from the
bridge, the petrol station can be found
on the left hand side. Under no circumstances miss it because the next
opportunity to refuel will be in Kermanshah, some 120 miles away and
you obviously won’t make it that far.
On arrival in Hamadan, the next
city, we will all have been awake for
some 36 hours and will still have over
200 miles to go. A hotel has therefore
been commandeered for an overnight
stop. Here’s a map with directions.
Oh, and by the way, the central
area of the Zagros mountainous region is bandit country so you should
not stop unless absolutely necessary.

Dawn had by now broken so off we
went. I had no difficulty finding the
filling station and what a pleasant feeling it was to now have a full tank —
almost orgasmic! Climbing into the
mountains, the poor little Anglia
started to overheat so I pulled into the
side and we had a bite to eat. I reckoned that we’d reached about 4,000 feet
above sea level (the route we were on
peaked at over 6,000 feet). After an
hour or so, we set off again and headed
for Kermanshah. It was now starting to
get rather warm — the average noonday June temperature in the city is 90°F.
By now, I was driving very much on
autopilot and my companion suggested
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that she should take over for a time.
We exchanged seats and 20 quite
“hairy” minutes later she quite inexplicably drove off the road and into the
“bundu”. We came to a halt whereupon she apologised saying she must
have gone to sleep, so it was back to me
at the wheel. We motored on through
Kermanshah at around midday and set
course for Hamadan. It was now very
warm indeed and I was having difficulty keeping my eyes open, but needs
must and a few minutes later for reasons unbeknown, I began to feel quite
wide awake.
We pulled into the forecourt of the
hotel in Hamadan at around 4.00 pm
and I went to book in at reception. I
was greeted with the news that my, or
should I say “our”, room was ready —
one king-size bed and two small divans
for the children! I tried to explain that
this would not do, because the mother
and her two children did not actually
belong to me, whereupon the receptionist started to look at me rather
strangely. Try as I might, I could not
make him understand, so I returned to
the Anglia, explained the situation, and
asked my companion if she was happy
to continue on to Tehran. She agreed,
and so I was once again behind the
wheel. It was on this leg of the odyssey
that she and I had our first major difference of opinion. The little Anglia had
thus far served us well but I didn’t
want to push it, so with the temperature gauge again inching towards the
red sector as we reached the top of a
climb, I elected to switch off the engine
and freewheel down the other side. My
companion immediately opined that
this amounted to dangerous driving
and demanded that I start up again,
which I refused to do until we reached
level ground — by which time the engine temperature had returned to normal. She nagged away for a bit but, on
eliciting no response, fell into what I
can only describe as a sulk.
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As night fell, we were approaching
Tehran in heavy traffic along an unlit
dual carriageway, a similar level of traffic was streaming in the opposite direction, headlights were shining everywhere and I began to hallucinate. But I
had to carry on; there was nothing else
to be done. By luck rather than judgement, we emerged from the dark into
the well-lit outskirts of the city without
incident and I started to think the end
was in sight. But how do I find the British Embassy in a city of several millions
of inhabitants? I assumed that it must
be close to the centre so once downtown, stopped, approached a gathering
on the pavement and whilst making
appropriate hand signs pleaded, ”Safari
Inglese?” I cannot guarantee the spelling, but these two words pronounced
as written worked in that I was immediately given a direction. A couple of
blocks further on, I repeated it and so
on, until an admittedly somewhat
scruffy individual indicated that he’d
take us there in the car. Under no circumstances would my companion allow this man to sit in the back with her
two children, however, so I was faced
with continuing my laborious task. She
was probably right, of course, but by
this time I’d been awake for some 40
hours, driven more than 600 miles on
dubious roads in temperatures sometimes exceeding 90°F over a mountain
range in parts above 6,000 feet and did
not feel awfully sympathetic. It was
finally at approximately 11.00 pm that I
drove through the gates of the embassy
compound and delivered my charges to
the diplomatic staff. I’m afraid we
didn’t even say goodbye.
The place was hive of activity with
vast numbers of people arriving from
various parts of the Middle East. The
first person to collar me was the Air
Attaché to whom I gave a “hot” debrief.
He offered to put me up in a hotel for a
couple of nights, but then, with a sly
grin, suggested that it would be helpful

if, since I was alone, I would agree to
get out of their hair; a Quantas Boeing
707 was scheduled to call in at Tehran
International early the next morning en
route to Heathrow and I could be found
a seat on it. I accepted the offer and
was directed to a booking desk at
which the staff took my details and
asked what standard of travel I requested. Damn it, I thought — after
what I’ve experienced, HM Government can pay for Club (now Business)
Class and free drinks, and I booked accordingly. A very accommodating diplomat and his wife then took me to their
flat in the compound, let me use their
shower, etc. and provided a meal. It
was then time to go to the airport. On
arrival at around 3.00 am on the Saturday morning, I had my first opportunity to let Vivienne know where I was
(I assumed that she’d been keeping up
to speed on events via the media) and
found a Cable & Wireless desk. After a
bit of rapping on the counter, a little
man emerged from behind it. I drafted
a message and paid the required fee.
The Quantas 707 arrived on time. I
embarked and found myself in a comfortable window seat in a half-empty
aeroplane. I have never been able to
sleep on aircraft but I was now going to
have a very good try so requested a gin
and tonic, and then another, and another. I was sure they would do the
trick. Several rounds later, I settled
back, closed my eyes but could I sleep?
Not a chance! We descended into
Frankfurt for refuelling and then on for
another sleepless leg to Heathrow. A
bus from Heathrow into London, train
from Waterloo to Southampton and bus
from Southampton to Hamble followed. Vivienne answered when I
knocked on the door of “Little Firs”
mid-afternoon on the Saturday and expressed great surprise. She had received no message from Tehran — the
little man had, of course, pocketed my
money and gone back to sleep.
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That evening at around 8.00 pm,
Vivienne, her brother Alan, and I went
to the Bugle (everyone who knows
Hamble knows the Bugle) and were
enjoying a couple of drinks at the venue
we had used for our wedding reception
just two years earlier. It was with the
second pint of beer in hand that I began
to feel rather odd. I remember that, but
nothing more until waking up in bed
and looking at my watch; it indicated 4
o’clock and I realised it was now Sunday afternoon. Apparently, Vivienne
and Alan had seen me starting to behave strangely, escorted me out of the
pub, helped me up the hill and back to
”Little Firs” where Vivienne had put
me to bed. I have absolutely no recollection of this; presumably, after 60
hours without sleep, my brain had simply closed down.
Epilogue
I returned to RAF Valley in July 1967,
this time as a flying instructor on the
Hunter. It was some six months later
that I received a bill from the Station
Accountant Officer requesting payment
of £20 in reimbursement of the rials I
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had signed for at the Iranian border. I
explained the circumstances but was
told that this sum had already been
paid to the Foreign Office and that a
cheque from me was now required. I
paid up and at the same time submitted
an RAF Form 1771 for travel costs and
subsistence for 570 miles at duty rates.
After a number of disbelieving queries,
this claim was settled for a sum significantly in excess of £20. When will they
ever learn?
Two years later, I had long departed
RAF Valley, completed the first RAF
Phantom course at RAF Coningsby and
was well into my tour on the RAF’s first
operational Phantom unit, No. 6 Squadron, when my squadron commander,
the then Wing Commander (later Air
Chief Marshal Sir) David HarcourtSmith received a telephone call from
the MOD. He was asked if I, one of his
officers, had flown as a passenger from
Tehran to Heathrow in June 1967 via
Quantas and, if so, who had authorised
the Club Class ticket. Aware of my
story, he said that he had and replaced
the receiver. We heard nothing more!
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No. 267 “Pegasus” Squadron Douglas Dakotas, Bari, 1944

The Lavender Field
Bryan Rostron
Bryan Rostron (1922-2011) was the Transport Command pilot mentioned by Jimmy “Mac”
McCairns in the last chapter of Lysander Pilot. In August 1944, Rostron put his Dakota down
in a field prepared by members the Resistance who had little experience of operating clandestine
landing fields. That he managed to land the aircraft and get it off again was, according to
McCairns (who was aboard that flight), little short of miraculous. The following story is part of
a memoir that Bryan Rostron wrote about his time in the RAF. Before his posting to No. 267
“Pegasus” Squadron, Transport Command, Rostron had served a full tour as a Hudson pilot
with No. 459 Squadron RAAF on anti-shipping operations in the Middle East. — Ed.
We were briefed to take off from Cecina at 9.00 pm on August 8th 1944 to land on a strip
half-way up Mont Ventoux, a 6,000 foot mountain to the east of Orange in the Rhône
Valley. The object of the trip, code-named Operation Nuptial, was to take in a team of
French maquisards to join the underground and to bring out an unknown number of
American airmen who had been shot down over Europe and had made their way by
various means to the area.
We took off as planned, crossed the French coast, obtained a good pinpoint on the
River Durance and headed for the strip. When we were about ten minutes away from
our destination we ran into a very intense electrical storm and after a few minutes realised it was hopeless to continue as, in view of the height of the mountains, unless we
were absolutely accurate in our positioning we had a very good chance of hitting the
ground, so we returned to Cecina feeling rather let down.
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As there were no facilities at Cecina, we were fed by the signals unit and slept in the
aircraft. The weather was still bad over the target area the next night, so we just did the
usual RAF thing and waited. However, the weather cleared the following night, and at
9.00 pm on August 10th we set off again with 14 maquisards and a French general.
All went well, we crossed the coast and the River Durance, identifying the area of the
landing strip without any problem and flashed the recognition signal with our Aldis
lamp. We did this on and off for about ten minutes without any response from the
ground and began to wonder what had gone wrong as we were absolutely certain we
were in the right place. We thought that perhaps the underground had been given the
wrong time, so I reduced power as much as I dare to conserve fuel and circled slowly
round and round. It was a very clear night and we could actually see a German airfield
in the distance towards Orange with aircraft taking off and landing from time to time
but they obviously had no idea we were there.
After circling for nearly an hour we were just about to give up and go home when
we saw headlights further up the mountain flashing the correct recognition signal and
we assumed this to be the reception party on their way. They duly arrived and marked
out the strip with hand-held torches in the form of a rather dog-legged “L”. We landed
along the leg of the L towards the base of the L and the aircraft stopped very quickly —
I wondered about this until I climbed out of the aircraft to find that the strip was just
1,000 yards long and consisted of 200 yards of ploughed field, 400 yards of stubble and
400 yards of lavender bushes. We were in the lavender bushes which, whilst the perfume was magnificent, didn’t make the best surface for an airfield. To add to the problems, beyond the lavender bushes was a small wood over which we would have to fly
on take-off.
We unloaded the aircraft and then found that there were 31 American airmen hoping
for a quick flight to freedom. For obvious reasons they didn’t have any luggage so we
decided to try to take them all, although the surface of the strip and the height of the
airfield, which meant slightly reduced power from the engines, made the take-off rather
risky. I went right to the end of the strip, put on full take-off power against the brakes
and a little bit of flap, released the brakes and set off along the strip.
When we hit the lavender the aircraft slowed appreciably and it was obvious that we
would have to be going much faster when we came to the bushes if we were going to
get off. I aborted the take-off and returned to the end of the strip before going to the
back of the aircraft to tell the passengers that there was no way we could take off with
our present load and that I suggested we try again with eight less. To their credit, the
eight most senior officers got off the plane and I said that, provided we reached Italy
safely, we would come back at the same time the following night to take them out. I
had really no authority to say this as you couldn’t really run your own war, but I was so
impressed it was the least we could do.
We went through the whole take-off procedure again with just a little more flap and
by the time we reached the lavender had almost attained flying speed, we slowed
slightly and then picked up again and left the ground with about a hundred yards to
spare, just clipping the tops of the trees on our way without doing any damage. After a
few deep breaths we turned for home and arrived at Cecina just as dawn was breaking.
Someone took a photograph of us with some of the American escapees who were
dressed in the most weird and wonderful clothes, mostly looking like scarecrows.
The Americans were most effusive in their thanks and the thing that had impressed
them most of all was that we had been able to find the strip in the middle of nowhere in
the middle of the night — I don’t think navigation was a strong point in the American
air force.
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The next night, true to our promise and without any permission from on high we
went back again but as we neared the strip we saw a dead straight flarepath laid out
near the strip, all the lights equidistant and the same intensity. Obviously the Germans
had heard us the night before and laid a trap, but with usual Teutonic thoroughness,
had overdone the effect — no underground flarepath would have been as bright or
straight as that, so we put down our nose and went home as quickly as we could. At
that time, Hitler had issued an order that all commandos and saboteurs and anyone
working with them were not covered by the Geneva Convention in his eyes and would
be shot as spies, so it would have been a disaster if we had landed and walked straight
into the arms of the Gestapo.
We arrived back at Cecina once again in the early morning and then flew on to Bari
after four days and nights with very little sleep. The CO congratulated us on a job well
done and then tore me off a strip for not letting him know what I was doing, particularly with regard to the last unauthorised trip, but he wasn’t too serious. As a result of
Operation Nuptial we received a commendation from the Air Commander-in-Chief, US
Army, and an article appeared in the Sunday Chronicle dated 17th December giving
rough details of the operation.
This was my last flight with 267 Squadron and my last operation of the war as I received details of a posting to take a staff navigators’ course at Shawbury in the UK starting early September. During my two tours I had flown a total of 77 operations, and, as I
always thought seven was my lucky number, this was a good time to stop. The CO also
gave me an “Exceptional” rating as a transport pilot which was a nice farewell present.
I was sorry to say goodbye to Jimmy Craig, Lee Barrett, Merv Griffiths and all my other
friends with whom I had flown since February 1942, but the thought of going back to
England was something to look forward to with pleasure. I managed to get a lift on a
Liberator going back to the UK via Gibraltar, and on the way was very interested to see
that the runway at Gibraltar was now completed and was twice as long as when we
were there two years earlier. We arrived at Lyneham on August 17th 1944, my Middle
East tour having lasted two years and two months.
With thanks to the 454 and 459 Squadrons RAAF Association for permission to reprint this edited
extract from their website at www.454-459squadrons.org.au/459members/rostronb.html — Ed.

Answer to Photo Quiz, Autumn 2016
Our picture depicts R9125, a Westland Lysander Mk III with Special Duties pick-up
modifications displaying the markings of 161 Squadron, to which it was supplied as
a replacement for aircraft lost on operations. By September 1944, 161’s Lysanders
were no longer being used for moonlight pick-ups and by 15 October, when R9125
was delivered to the squadron, the Lysander flight was being disbanded and JR-M
was never used operationally. Before its rebirth as JR-M, the aircraft had served
with No. 225 (Army Cooperation) Squadron in 1940-41 and flew 36 operational
coastal patrol and photo reconnaissance sorties. It then had a number of miscellaneous assignments before being sent back to Westland’s in February 1944 to be outfitted for its new role with 161 Squadron. By August 1945, it had become part of the
Air Historical Branch collection, displayed occasionally as JR-M, and eventually
passed into the hands of the RAF Museum Hendon, where it remains to this day,
restored to its original 225 Squadron configuration as LX-L. Well done to David
Burleigh for sending in the correct answer.
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From our Archives . . .

On 4 May 1945, Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery arrives at RAF Northolt, carrying the
Instrument of Surrender signed on Lüneburg Heath earlier that day, ending hostilities in
Holland, Denmark, and northwest Germany. This surrender document would be followed by
two others, signed on 7 and 8 May, bringing the war with Germany to an end.
This unofficial photo was taken by Flying Officer Eric Thomas, who was in charge of passenger
handling at Northolt. Thomas’s party of airmen receive the flight as Montgomery returns the
salute of the station commander, who is just out of the picture to the right.
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Picture Credits
Front cover: BBMF Dakota ZA947 in the colours of No. 267 “Pegasus” Squadron (see p.
27); Crown Copyright, reproduced under licence. Page 4: Courtesy of Victoria Wicks.
Pages 13, 16, 18, 20, 21, 26, 27: Public domain. Page 30: Museum Collection. Back cover:
Dust jacket of the American first edition of Fair Stood the Wind for France, 1944, published
by Little, Brown and Co., reproduced courtesy of Hachette Book Group USA, Inc.
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